
Preventing cholesterol
absorption
Because cholesterol plays a cen-
tral role in the development of
cardiovascular disease, the differ-
ent types of cholesterol and their
appropriate serum levels have
become an important focus in
the prevention of cardiovascular
events. An understanding of the
physiologic synthesis of choles-
terol led to the discovery of
drugs that inhibit this process:
among other actions, HMG-
CoA reductase inhibitors (statins)
decrease hepatic formation of
cholesterol, specifically low-
density lipoproteins, and are
widely used to treat dyslipidemia.

However, the process of cho-
lesterol absorption from the gut
has not been well understood. It
is known that cholesterol is ab-
sorbed from the proximal je-
junum, and it has been postulated
that it is absorbed via a carrier
protein in the gut endothelium.

Altmann and colleagues per-
formed a series of experiments in
an attempt to identify this car-
rier. They analyzed thousands of
DNA sequences from rat intes-
tine looking for sequences with
features anticipated to be impor-
tant in cholesterol interaction
and transport. They were able to
narrow their search to the rat
homolog of the human gene,
NPC1L1.

To determine the role of
NPC1L1, the authors obtained a

line of mice that lacked the gene
(homozygous); they bred this
line with wild mice who pos-
sessed the gene (also homozy-
gous) to create a line of het-
erozygotes. They then fed the 3
lines of mice with radiolabelled
cholesterol and found that the
homozygotes who possessed
NPC1L1 absorbed 51% of the
cholesterol, the heterozygotes
absorbed 45%, and the homozy-
gotes lacking the gene absorbed
only 16% of the cholesterol.

The experiments were re-
peated after the mice were given
ezetimibe, a drug known to inter-
fere with cholesterol transport. In
the mice with NPC1L1, the drug
dramatically decreased the
amount of cholesterol absorbed;
in the mice lacking the gene,
there was no difference. The au-
thors therefore hypothesized that

the drug’s mechanism of action
centred on the NCP1L1 protein.

Although these findings are
promising, it is likely that treat-
ments targeting the transport of
cholesterol from the gut will be
only one component of treating
dyslipidemia treatment. The au-
thors noted that decreased
transport of cholesterol from
the gut to the liver in mice lack-
ing NCP1L1 caused an almost
4-fold up-regulation of hepatic
HMG CoA synthase. It is evi-
dent that the interplay of multi-
ple biochemical processes 
characterizes cholesterol meta-
bolism, a detailed understanding
of which will allow future thera-
pies to be developed and re-
fined. (Altmann et al. Science
2004;303:1201-4.)

— Compiled by Stephen Choi,
CMAJ
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